PROJECT VERITAS SEEKS: FIELD REPORTER
Project Veritas seeks an experienced and talented Field Reporter. The ideal person would share
our values, being aligned with our mission, have experience conducting interviews and “door
Stopping”, and extensive experience in media and politics.
Veritas is one of the most unique and fastest-growing, mission-driven nonprofits in the world.
We define our reporting as the targeted, relating to current investigations within the realm of
specific subjects. The key objective is to build our content into a news worthy release to our
viewers and beyond, building awareness.
OVERARCHING TALENT REQUIREMENT
The Field Reporter works closely with the Production department and the Field Operations
team to target and create newsworthy video that relates to current investigations.
Ability to be articulate, bold and confident in eliciting comment from target.
KEY RESPONSIBILITIES
Ability to work with internal departments to achieve overarching company goals, specifically
Field Operations and Production.
Seek perspectives and understand practices of other organizations.
Identify and effectively justify the target conversion for each communications strategy.
Implement creative communications to engage with person of interest with the goal of earning
mainstream media coverage, so that critical mass regarding PV content is achieved.
SKILLS AND EXPERIENCE
Required:
The Field Reporter should have prior experience with interviewing in a “doorstop”
er
where the person being interviewed has not necessarily been made aware, be an exceptional
communicator, influencer, and be a proactive thinker and strategist.
3+ years of media interviewing experience in media dealing with political/cultural issues.
Comfortable working with ambiguity and change, and in a fast-paced environment.

Preferred:
Prior experience in news media, broadcast or written journalism, or other exposure or practice
with the associated principles and ethics of those fields.
LOCATION AND COMPENSATION
This position is based at PV HQ in Westchester County, NY—just outside New York City.
Competitive salary and benefits. Please submit your resume and cover letter to
www.projectveritas.com/jobs

